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Introduction

Would you rather that your children learn to play the piano, or learn to play the stereo?

The stereo has many attractions: it is easier to play and it provides immediate access to a wide range of music. But "ease of use" should not be the only criterion. Playing the piano can be a much richer experience. By learning to play the piano, you can become a creator (not just a consumer) of music, expressing yourself musically in ever-more complex ways. As a result, you can develop a much deeper relationship with (and deeper understanding of) music.

So too with computers. In the field of educational technology, there has been too much emphasis on the equivalent of stereos and CDs, and not enough emphasis on computational pianos. In our research group at the MIT Media Lab, we are developing a new generation of "computational construction kits" that, like pianos, enable people to express themselves in ever-more complex ways, deepening their relationships with new domains of knowledge.

To guide the development of these computational construction kits, we are developing a theory of "constructional design." Whereas the traditional field of instructional design focuses on strategies and materials to help teachers instruct, our theory of constructional design focuses on strategies and materials to help students construct and learn. Constructional design is a type of meta-design: it involves the design of new tools and activities to support students in their own design activities. In short, constructional design involves designing for designers (Resnick, 1996b).

In recent years, a growing number of researchers and educators have argued that design projects provide rich opportunities for learning (e.g., Harel, 1991; Lehrer, 1993; Soloway, Guzdial, & Hay, 1994). In particular, Papert (1993) has argued for a "constructionist" approach to learning. There are many reasons for this interest in design-based learning. Design activities engage people as active participants, giving them a greater sense of control over (and personal involvement in) the learning process. Moreover, the things that people design (be they sand castles, computer programs, LEGO constructions, or musical compositions) serve as external shadows of the designer's internal mental models. These external creations provide an opportunity for people to reflect upon—and then revise and extend—their internal models of the world.

Of course, not all design experiences (nor all construction kits) are created equal. Some provide richer
learning opportunities than others. What criteria should guide the design of new construction kits and activities? The concept of learning-by-doing has been around for a long time. But the literature on the subject tends to describe specific activities and gives little attention to the general principles governing what kinds of "doing" are most conducive to learning. From our experiences, we have developed two general principles to guide the design of new construction kits and activities. These constructional-design principles involve two different types of "connections":

- **Personal connections.** Construction kits and activities should connect to users' interests, passions, and experiences. The point is not simply to make the activities more "motivating" (though that, of course, is important). When activities involve objects and actions that are familiar, users can leverage their previous knowledge, connecting new ideas to their pre-existing intuitions.

- **Epistemological connections.** Construction kits and activities should connect to important domains of knowledge—and, more significantly, encourage new ways of thinking (and even new ways of thinking about thinking). A well-designed construction kit makes certain ideas and ways of thinking particularly salient, so that users are likely to connect with those ideas in a very natural way, in the process of designing and creating.

The challenge of constructional design—and it is a very significant challenge—is to create construction kits with both types of connections (e.g., Wilensky, 1993). Many learning materials and activities offer one type of connection, but not the other. In this article, we discuss three of our computational construction kits. In each case, we discuss how the kit aims to facilitate both personal and epistemological connections—and, as a result, support rich learning experiences.

**Programmable Bricks**

Traditional construction kits enable children to build structures and mechanisms, like castles and cars. The Programmable Brick adds a new level of construction, enabling children to build behaviors.

The Programmable Brick is a tiny computer embedded inside a LEGO brick. Children can build Programmable Bricks directly into their LEGO constructions—then write programs to make their creations react, behave, and collect data. Some children have used Programmable Bricks to build autonomous LEGO "creatures" that mimic the behaviors of real animals (figure 1). Others have used Programmable Bricks to conduct new types of science experiments, investigating phenomena in their everyday lives. One 13-year-old boy connected a sensor to his leg and programmed a Programmable Brick (in his pocket) to keep track of the number of steps he took during a day. Another pair of students used Programmable Bricks to make a "smart room": when anyone entered the room, the Brick mechanically flipped the light switch; when the last person left the room, it turned off the light.

The Programmable Brick can be seen as a "very personal computer." About the size of a child's juice box, the Brick feels like the right size for a kid's computer; even a laptop seems too big in comparison. To use the Brick, children write programs on a personal computer, then download the programs to the Brick via a cable. After that, they can disconnect the Brick and take it (or put it) anywhere. The programs remain stored in the Brick. The Brick can control four motors at a time, receive inputs from six sensors, and communicate with other electronic devices via infrared communications.

Projects with the Programmable Brick often make strong personal connections to children's lives. Toys in general, and LEGO building materials in particular, are part of children's culture. When Programmable Bricks are added to the bin of LEGO building parts, computation becomes part of children's culture too.

At the same time, Programmable Bricks projects encourage strong epistemological connections. When
Whereas Programmable Bricks enable students to embed "computers in the world," StarLogo enables them to construct "worlds in the computer."

In particular, StarLogo is designed to help students model and explore the behaviors of decentralized systems—such as ant colonies, traffic jams, market economies, immune systems, and computer networks. In these systems, orderly patterns arise without centralized control. In ant colonies, for example, trail patterns are determined not by the dictates of the queen ant but by local interactions among the worker ants. In market economies, patterns arise from interactions among millions of buyers and sellers in distributed marketplaces.

Decentralized systems are important throughout the sciences and social sciences, but most people have difficulty understanding the workings of such systems. People seem to have strong attachments to centralized ways of thinking. When people see patterns in the world (like the foraging patterns of an ant colony), they generally assume that there is some type of centralized control (a queen ant). According to this way of thinking, a pattern can exist only if someone (or something) creates and orchestrates the pattern.

StarLogo is designed to help students make a fundamental epistemological shift, to move beyond the "centralized mindset" to more decentralized ways of thinking (Resnick, 1994, 1996a). With StarLogo, students construct and experiment with decentralized systems. They write simple rules for thousands of objects (e.g., artificial ants), then observe the patterns (e.g., colony-level foraging patterns) that arise from all of the interactions. By creating their own StarLogo models, students can build on personal connections. For example, two high-school students who had recently received their drivers' licenses used StarLogo to model formation of traffic jams on the highway—a topic of great interest for them. They discovered (counter to their initial intuitions) how traffic jams can form through simple, decentralized interactions among cars, without any centralized cause like an accident, radar trap, or broken bridge.
Another high-school student, named Callie, used StarLogo to model the workings of a termite colony (figure 2). Callie had seen a television program that showed termites building intricate structures on the plains of Africa. She wondered how creatures as simple as termites could build such elaborate structures. She decided to program a colony of virtual termites to gather wood chips into a pile. At first, Callie tried to put one termite in charge, and programmed that termite to tell all of the other termites where to put the wood chips. But it is difficult to implement that type of centralized control in StarLogo. We discussed some of the drawbacks of a centralized leader: what would happen if the leader termite was killed? So Callie experimented with more decentralized approaches (more in line with the underlying structure of StarLogo) and found that the colony didn't need a leader after all. In her final model, each termite followed the same set of simple rules: wander randomly until you bump into a wood chip; pick up the wood chip; wander randomly until you bump into another wood chip; put down the wood chip you're carrying; then start over. This strategy uses only local sensory information, and a very simple control strategy, but the group as a whole accomplishes a sophisticated task.

Traditionally, these types of complex decentralized systems have been studied only at the university level, using differential equations and other advanced mathematical techniques. StarLogo enables much younger students to explore these systems—and to gain an understanding of the underlying ideas of self-organizing (Resnick, 1994) and probabilistic (Wilensky, 1993) behavior.

StarLogo makes these ideas accessible to younger students by providing them with a stronger personal connection to the underlying models. Traditional differential-equation approaches are "impersonal" in two ways. The first is obvious: they rely on abstract symbol manipulation. The second is more subtle: they deal in aggregate quantities. In the termite example, differential equations would describe how the density of wood chips evolves over time. There are now some very good computer modeling tools—such as Stella (Roberts et al., 1983) and Model-It (Jackson et al., 1996)—based on differential equations. These tools eliminate the need to manipulate symbols, focusing on more qualitative and graphical descriptions. But they still rely on aggregate quantities.

In StarLogo, by contrast, students think about the actions and interactions of individual objects. StarLogo is not simply a computerization of a traditional mathematical model; it supports what we call "computational models": models that wouldn't make sense without a computer. In the termite example, students think not about aggregate quantities but about individual termites and individual wood chips. They can imagine themselves as termites and think about what they might do. In this way, StarLogo enables learners to "dive into" the model, making a more personal connection. Future versions of StarLogo will enable users to zoom in and out, making it easier for users to shift back and forth in perspective from the individual level to the group level.

**MOOSE Crossing**

While StarLogo users typically build new worlds on their own, or in pairs, MOOSE Crossing provides a way for children to build virtual worlds together, as part of an online community.

In MOOSE Crossing, children not only "talk" with one another online, but also collaboratively construct (with words and computer programs) the virtual world in which they interact (Bruckman, 1994). MOOSE Crossing is similar to existing MUD environments (Curtis, 1992), but it includes a new programming language (MOOSE) and new client interface (MacMOOSE) designed to make it easier for kids to learn to program. For each object that kids create, they write a combination of text and computer code to describe the properties and behaviors of the object. For example, one twelve-year-old girl made a baby penguin that is always hungry. It responds differently when you offer it different kinds of food, and won't eat certain foods if it is on a diet. A nine-year-old girl made a magical room at the end of the rainbow—answer the riddle correctly and you can take the pot of gold. Children help one another with their projects, and share them with others excitedly. MOOSE Crossing places construction activities in a community context.
MOOSE Crossing is immediately appealing to many children, because it draws on their personal connection to computer games, to elements of popular culture, and to socializing with each other. The environment has the feel of a text-based adventure game (and historically has its roots in such games), but it opens up greater intellectual challenges: you not only can experience the world but also build it. Children often chose popular culture as the subject of their conversations, and an inspiration for their creations: for example, one afternoon, two twelve-year-old girls started talking about Star Trek and then decided to build themselves spaceships. Commercial culture is also a popular starting point for projects. One eleven-year-old girl first made a vacation resort called Paradise Island, next made a travel agency to sell people trips there, and lastly added a car rental agency. Several factors gave her a very personal connection to the project. It's important that she decided what she wanted to make: rather than being assigned a project, she chose one that was personally meaningful to her. Her entire participation in MOOSE Crossing was voluntary—children participate in their spare time as an after-school activity. She was especially motivated by a desire to share her creation with other children. On finishing Paradise Island, she immediately invited all of her online friends over for a swim. A successful project gives a child social capital within the community.

In each of these projects, children are doing creative writing and computer programming in their spare time for fun. MOOSE Crossing leverages from children's natural interests to engage them in these intellectually valuable activities. They establish a new relationship to reading, writing and programming, beginning to see them not just as something they are forced to do in school, but as expressive media through which they can make personally significant meanings. In other words, they establish a new epistemological relationship to these ways of understanding the world and expressing themselves.

MOOSE Crossing also establishes new connections between different ways of knowing that are often separated and isolated in school activities. Making a successful MOOSE object is equal parts creative writing and computer programming. For children who have a greater initial strength in one area, it helps them develop greater confidence and competence in the other. One nine-year-old girl who says she hates math and math-like activities loves programming on MOOSE Crossing because she sees it as a form of writing. Asked if she likes to write, she replied yes—in school she's writing stories about imaginary people; on MOOSE Crossing, she's writing programs. The only difference between these two kinds of writing is that "programming it everything has to be right so the thing you're making can work." She is bridging from her strong verbal skills to develop greater interest and skill in more analytic activities.

The children participating in MOOSE Crossing are mostly nine to thirteen years old; a few children are as young as seven. Adults may apply to be "rangers." While we originally expected rangers to help children with their projects, in practice it more often works the other way around. Children have much more time to devote to MOOSE Crossing, and generally understand how things work better than the adults. Assisting an adult with a technical question is a real thrill for many kids, and challenges some of their basic assumptions about learning. On MOOSE Crossing, everyone is playing, teaching, and learning all at the same time, rather like Seymour Papert's vision of activity in a "technological samba school" (Papert, 1980).

Knowledge is not passed from teachers to students, but is developed by everyone through their activities and interactions with one another.

**Emergent Learning Experiences**

Programmable Bricks, StarLogo, and MOOSE Crossing are three very different types of computational construction kits. The first involves interaction with the physical world, the second involves the construction of virtual collaborations, the third involves collaboration on virtual constructions. What unites these three diverse environments is their attempt provide both personal and epistemological connections. Each of these kits connects to student interests and experiences, while also connecting to important intellectual ideas.
But the process of constructional design is not a simple matter of "programming in" the right types of connections. As students have used Programmable Bricks, StarLogo, and MOOSE Crossing, their learning experiences have been somewhat different than we (as developers) expected. This unpredictability is characteristic of constructional design. Developers of design-oriented learning environments need to adopt a relaxed sense of "control." Educational designers cannot (and should not) control exactly what (or when or how) students will learn. The point is not to make a precise blueprint. Rather, practitioners of constructional design can only create "spaces" of possible activities and experiences. What we can do as constructional designers is to try to make those spaces dense with personal and epistemological connections—making it more likely for learners to find regions that are both engaging and intellectually interesting.

In some ways, the design of a new learning environment is like the design of a StarLogo simulation. In creating StarLogo simulations, users write simple rules for individual objects, then observe the large-scale patterns that emerge. Users do not program the patterns directly. So too with constructional design. Developers of design-oriented learning environments can not "program" learning experiences directly. The challenge, instead, is to create frameworks from which strong connections—and rich learning experiences—are likely to emerge.
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